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The decision to publish a paper is based on an editorial assessment and peer review. Initially all papers 

are assessed by an editorial committee consisting of one or more members of the editorial team. 
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• The article is evaluated in order to decide whether to send a paper for peer review. 

a) Papers which do not meet basic standards (the papers does not follow journals’ authors 

guidelines such as referencing style, incorrect word count and so on) or are unlikely to 

be published irrespective of a positive peer review, (i.e. not relevant/nothing new is 

added by the article under submission), may be rejected at this point in order to avoid 
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Authors can expect a decision from this stage of the review process within 1 week. 

• Article which are worth to be reviewed by reviewers, undergo to a double blind peer review 
by an Associate Editor or two or more reviewers. 

Authors can expect a decision from this stage of the review process within 8 weeks. 

• After this process possible decisions are: rejected, major revisions, minor revisions, accepted 

for publications. After the minor revisions, the paper is generally accepted for publication 
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The Editors in Chief collegially reserve the right to the final acceptance. 
 
 

Guidelines for reviewers 

Peer review is the system for evaluating quality, validity, and relevance of scholarly research. The 

process aims to provide authors with constructive feedback from relevant experts useful to improve 

their papers, thus ensuring the highest standard possible. Authors can expect reviews to contain an 

honest and constructive appraisal, in a timely manner and provides feedback both clear and concise. 

Peer review, also known as refereeing, is a collaborative process that allows manuscripts submitted 

to a journal to be evaluated and commented upon by independent experts within the same field of 

research. The evaluation and critique generated from peer review provides authors with feedback to 

improve their work and, critically, allows the editor to assess the paper’s suitability for publication in 

the journal. We suggest all reviewers to follow the guidance provided by Pearsons (2014) titled 

Reviewing Journal Manuscripts: an easy to follow guide for any nurse reviewing journal manuscripts 

for publication and available on line 
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Authors should carefully read and follow the procedure as below. 

Professioni Infermieristiche publishes: 

• Research Article àà texts which report the results of a study (quantitative, qualitative, 

mixed-methods approach or with other design research – action and historical research), 

carried out within nursing context or of interest of nursing science. 



 

 
 

• Case Reports and Case Studies àà analysis or discussion of nursing case which can be 
interesting as starting point of future research/ discussion 

• Theoretical papers àà texts which develop, review, adapt or discuss, nursing theories, 
theoretical models and concepts, or which reflect on nursing philosophy, ethics and theory 

• Methodological articles àà texts which discuss the development, application of tools or 
methodologies within different nursing settings; 

• Research protocols àà protocols which describe the development of a study already 
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clinicaltrial.gov); 

• Reviewàà Short  reviews,  scoping  reviews,  literature  reviews,  systematic  reviews,  meta  – 
synthesis reviews, overview and umbrella reviews; 

 
The submission must be uploaded in 3 separate files. 

1) A title page with title (Italian and English), authors, affiliation, corresponding author, type of 

article (i.e. Research Articles, Reviews) 

• Title. Title should be no more than two typeset lines and should be comprehensible to a 
international scientific audience. 
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• That the manuscript is not submitted elsewhere and is original. 

• Each author contribution. 
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• Abstract in Italian (400 words) and English (250 words), please state total word count for 

abstract. Where available, abstract should be structured and submitted following the IMRaD 

format. 

• Keywords: abstracts should be followed by a maximum of 6 key words preferably 
expressed as MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms. 

• Manuscript. All manuscripts must be in Italian or English and fit within the aim and scope 

of Professioni Infermieristiche and submittet in MS Format, with a font size (Times New 

Roman 12) and should be follow a common format, as article should be developed. 

Manuscripts must be no more of 6000 words in length (excluded abstract, reference and 

tables). Editors will approve exceptions. Please state total word count for the body of the 

manuscript. 

3) Tables. 

Tables, graphs, picture (a maximum of 6 tables/graphs for article). Tables should containing 

only essential data, each figure should have a legend and all legends should be numbered in 

Arabic numbers. Original spreadsheet data should be provided along with graphs. Figure, 

Graph and Pictures in JPG or TIFF format should have a resolution of at least 300 dpi 

(halftone) or 600 to 1200 dpi (line drawings) in relation to the reproduction size). If all or 

parts of previously published illustrations are used, permission must be obtained from the 

copyright holder concerned. No supplementary tables or graphs are admitted. 
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article with wrong referencing style will be not take into consideration. For more information about 

APA referencing style, please refer to the APA FAQ. 

Manuscripts should be submitted electronically through www.profinf.net. After login, as author, the 

web site platform lead the submission process. At the end of the process an email will be automatically 

sent. Authors can follow the review process through the web system. More information about 

submission process on www.profinf.net. 

In the case of extreme difficulties encountered when submitting online, manuscripts can be 
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Corresponding authors will receive electronic communication with proof for its correction and 

verification. Professioni Infermieristiche will do everything possible to get article published quickly 

and accurately. At this stage authors should check typesetting, editing, text, tables and figures 
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cannot be guaranteed. 
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